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1

Topic:
Stories with familiar
settings

Topic:
Number Work

Topic:
What are materials made
from?

Topic:
Introduction to word
processing

Topic:
Exploring Pulse and
Rhythm

Topic:
Rounders: Holding
and hitting the ball

Topic:
Being Ready to learn

Tue

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

09/01/2018

Identify characters and
settings in a story. Create
and identify characters,
places, themes and
sequences. Recognize the
sequence of events that
should occur in a story. Be
able to plan a story, using
capital letters, full stops
and set it to be in a familiar
setting e.g home, school
etc.

Count on in tens from 0 or
a single digit number to
100 or just over. Create
100 square with multiples
of 10. Children say
multiples of ten.

To understand that we
can use our senses to
recognise different
materials. To be able to
ask questions and
explore materials and
objects while making
observations. Children
take turns to identify
different objects on the
table. Play games using
a feely bag, blindfold
game, material hunt and
matching card game.

Move to the beat of the
song, Pinocchio.
Respond to Raga
abhogi and Country
dance in movement.
Sing Okki-tokki-unga
with actions on the
beat.

Hold the ball in an
appropriate position
and try to hit it. Hold
the bat correctly and
try to strike the ball.

Understanding why
listening is important
especially when the
teacher is giving
instructions.

Fri
12/01/2018

Assessment:
Can the children create
their own simple story?

Assessment:
Using different objects,
sticking numbers on
them. Cover numbers in a
row of column then
children to say aloud the
hidden numbers.

Assessment:
Identify the beat in
different pieces of
music and join in at
faster and slower tempi
(speeds).

Assessment:
Holding the bat and
striking the ball.

Assessment:
Can the children make
a choice to listen
carefully and
understand that in
order to learn they
must listen carefully?

2

Topic:

Topic:

Assessment:
Are children able to ask,
answer question cards
using different objects
on the table and are they
able to recognise
different materials and
know what they are made
of?
Topic:

Introduction to word
processing basics.
Opening Ms Word,
typing letters of the
alphabet, numbers 1
-10 and using simple
punctuating marks
like the full stop and
comma. Changing
font size, page
colour, font colour
and page border.
Inserting clip art and
word art. Saving and
closing Ms word.
Assessment:
Typing words,
numbers and
characters

Topic:

Topic:

Topic:

Topic:
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Stories with familiar
settings

Ordering Events

What are materials made
from?

Introduction to word
processing

Exploring Pulse and
Rhythm

Hockey: Stopping
the ball

Recognising
achievements and
setting goals
Student Targets:

Tue

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

16/01/2018

Plan their own story using
capital letters and full
stops. Identify and create
characters and a setting in
which to sequence main
events of the story. Write a
story about a familiar
experience e.g. a birthday.

Children to order events
of what they do in the
morning, afternoon, after
school and at night.
Drawing pictures and
writing labels.

To understand that every
material has many
properties which can be
recognised using our
senses and described
using appropriate
vocabulary. To record
observations of
materials. Children will
do experiments to find
out which material is
hard/soft, rough,
shiny,transparent,
flexible etc.

Sing Pinocchio’s band,
accompanying it with
instruments played on
the beat. Play the Get
on Board game to
move to beats at
changing speeds.
Listen to Bransle de
chevaux to identify the
beat.

Learn how to stop
the ball, by trapping
or blocking it, and
using the club of the
stick.

Children should be
able to make goals as
to what they would like
to learn and achieve
this term. Explore what
assessments and tests
are for as well as
everyday classwork
and homework and
that they should put in
effort at all times in
order to achieve.

Fri
19/01/2018

Assessment:
Children create their own
simple story.

Assessment:
Are children able to
mention the
characteristics of
materials?

Assessment:
Can children set goals
for what they will do in
their work?

Topic:
Non Chronological Reports

Topic:
What are materials made
from?

Topic:
Introduction to word
processing

Assessment:
Identify the beat in
different pieces of
music and join in at
faster and slower tempi
(speeds).
Topic:
Exploring Pulse and
Rhythm

Assessment:
Effectively stop the
ball.

3

Assessment:
Are children able to order
events or remember
different activities done
during the day in their
sequence?
Topic:
Time: O'clock

Introduction to word
processing basics.
Opening Ms Word,
typing letters of the
alphabet, numbers 1
-10 and using simple
punctuating marks
like the full stop and
comma. Changing
font size, page
colour, font colour
and page border.
Inserting clip art and
word art. Saving and
closing Ms word.
Assessment:
Typing words,
numbers and
characters

Topic:
Rounders: Bowling

Mon
22/01/2018

Student Targets:
To understand the concept
of non-chronological
reports to share information
on the topic of 'our bodies'.

Student Targets:
Begin to understand and
use some units of time
such as minutes, hours,
day and week.
Understanding the use in
cotext in daily routines
and activities.

Student Targets:
To understand that every
material has many
properties. Children sort
out objects into groups
based on the properties
of their materials.

Student Targets:
Introduction to word
processing basics.
Opening Ms Word,
typing letters of the
alphabet, numbers 1
-10 and using simple
punctuating marks
like the full stop and
comma. Changing
font size, page

Student Targets:
Sing I hear thunder and
mark the beat with
clapping. Sing I hear
thunder to recognise
the difference between
beat and rhythm. Sing
Okki-tokki-unga to
combine beat and
rhythm.

Student Targets:
Bowl using
underarm accurately.
Hold the bat with
both hands and try
to bat without the
ball.

Topic:
Recognising
achievements and
setting goals
Student Targets:
Discuss how they can
improve their
classroom
environment and
school to make it
better. How can they
look after their
school?
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Fri
26/01/2018

Assessment:
Children create a nonchronological report.

Assessment:
Children to understand a
clock has numbers from
1- 12 understand the min
and hour hand, day and
week?

Assessment:
Are children able to sort
out materials into
different groups
according to their
properties?

4

Topic:
Non Chronological Reports

Topic:
Handing Data

Mon
29/01/2018

Student Targets:
To understand the concept
of non-chronological
reports to share information
on the topics of animals. To
produce and accurately
share information about
giraffes.

Student Targets:
Children answer
questions by sorting and
organizing data or objects
in a variety of ways.
Discussing the results in
Venn or Carroll diagrams
giving different criteria for
grouping the same
objects.

Topic:
What are Natural and
Man-made materials?
Student Targets:
To identify the
differences between
natural and man-made
materials. Recognise
where natural materials
come from and how manmade materials are
made. Children work in
groups to decide
whether materials are
natural or man-made.
Draw pictures in the
correct boxes.

Fri
02/02/2018

Assessment:
Children create an
independent report on
Giraffes.

5

Topic:

Assessment:
Sorting out cubes into
different colours and tell
which one has the most
and which one has the
least.
Topic:

colour, font colour
and page border.
Inserting clip art and
word art. Saving and
closing Ms word.
Assessment:
Typing words,
numbers and
characters

Assessment:
Are children able to
identify natural and manmade materials?

Topic:
Introduction to word
processing
Student Targets:
Introduction to word
processing basics.
Opening Ms Word,
typing letters of the
alphabet, numbers 1
-10 and using simple
punctuating marks
like the full stop and
comma. Changing
font size, page
colour, font colour
and page border.
Inserting clip art and
word art. Saving and
closing Ms word.
Assessment:
Typing words,
numbers and
characters

Topic:

Topic:

Assessment:
Identify the rhythm of
the words, perform
rhythms to a given
beat, recall and
perform rhythm
patterns to a steady
beat.
Topic:
Exploring Pulse and
Rhythm
Student Targets:
Sing This old man and
clap the beat and
rhythm. Accompany
This old man with word
rhythms. Sing Clap
your hands with action
patterns.

Assessment:
Bowling using
underarm accurately
and holding the bat
with both hands.

Assessment:
Can children think of
ways to make their
school great?

Topic:
Hockey: Dribbling
and passing
Student Targets:
Use the stick to
maneuver the ball
with a series of small
taps, controlling the
ball close to the
stick, well ahead and
slightly to the right.

Topic:
Worry

Assessment:
Recall and perform
rhythm patterns to a
steady beat. Begin to
internalise and create
rhythm patterns.
Topic:

Assessment:
Effectively move with
the ball.

Assessment:
Can the children
explain how they could
help a friend feel less
worried?

Topic:

Topic:

Student Targets:
Exploring the idea and
feeling of worry.
Identifying what makes
us feel worried and
how can we make
people feel less
worried. Examining
what we can do if we
fell worried at school?
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Signs and labels

Doubles and Near
Doubles

What are natural and
man-made materials?

Mon
05/02/2018

Student Targets:
To understand the use of
the infinitive to create
commands for signs and
labels. To understand that
signs carry important
meanings to help us. Read,
match and understand the
meaning of different
common signs.

Student Targets:
Finding halves of small
numbers and shapes by
folding, and recognizing
which shapes are halved.
Can they find near
doubles using doubles
already known?

Student Targets:
To recognise tools that
people used to make life
easier. Different tools
were used in the past.
Children draw some
tools which were used in
the past.

Fri
09/02/2018

Assessment:
Can the children read and
match the words on a sign
to their picture?

6

Topic:
Signs and labels

Assessment:
Are children able to spot
and colour doubles on the
number line? Are children
able to join jigsaw pieces
that show a near double
of +1 and -1?
Topic:
Tens and Ones/Units

Assessment:
Are children able to
recognise or mention the
tools used in the past.
Assessment end of unitquestion and answer
worksheet.
Topic:
How do things move in
an airport?

Mon
12/02/2018

Student Targets:
Understand, write and read
signs. To be able to create
and write their own signs
for instructions,
understanding the
importance of the meaning.

Student Targets:
Children to being
partitioning two-digit
numbers into tens and
ones and reverse. Tell
how many tens make 1
ten 2 tens and how many
tens and ones are in a
given number.

Fri

Assessment:

Assessment:

Student Targets:
Talk about familiar things
children would find at an
airport. eg planes,
trolleys, security
machines.Discuss which
things involve the force
of pushing and pulling.
Demonstrate pushing
and pulling forces.
Assessment:

Inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects
Student Targets:
Searching for
pictures in clip art
and inserting them
in microsoft word.

Exploring Pulse and
Rhythm

Rounders: Fielding
and stopping

Worry

Student Targets:
Sing This old man and
improvise rhythm
patterns. Write and
read simple rhythms
using the Clap and
wiggle score. Mark the
beat of A dragon’s very
fierce.

Student Targets:
Practice being
batters and fielders.
Batters can stop at
any point unless
caught or stumped at
a cone, while fielders
run to cover all
areas.

Assessment:
Inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects

Assessment:
Internalise and create
rhythm patterns and
accompany a song by
playing the beat or
rhythm.

Assessment:
Batting and fielding
effectively

Student Targets:
Recapping the feeling
of worry and how we
can feel less worried.
Exploring the idea of
thinking of others
feelings and how we
can make them feel
less worried, covering
sharing at school,
taking turns and
forming groups.
Assessment:
Can the children think
of ways to take care of
their friends if they are
feeling worried?

Topic:
Inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects
Student Targets:
Searching for
pictures in clip art
and inserting them
in microsoft word.

Topic:
Exploring Pulse and
Rhythm

Topic:
Hockey: Dodging,
turning and feinting

Topic:
Keeping safe near hot
water and cookers

Student Targets:
Chant A dragon’s very
fierce and add actions
and sounds. Create an
accompaniment for A
dragon’s very fierce.
Perform A dragon’s
very fierce.

Student Targets:
Be able to evade a
straight tackle by
passing close to the
non-stick side of
their opponent. Be
able to feint and
make sharp turns to
beat their opponents.

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Student Targets:
Discuss why hot water
and cookers can be
dangerous. Exploring
what might happen if
they arent careful with
hot water or a cooker?
Talk about burns and
how to treat a burn
wound.
Assessment:
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16/02/2018
Half Term
19-23 Feb

Children create their own
signs for the school and
classroom.

Are children able to say
what are given number is
in tens and ones and
reverse?

Are children able to
describe the movement
of familiar things?

Inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects

Begin to internalise
and create rhythm
patterns and
accompany a song by
playing the beat or
rhythm.

Dodge, feint and turn
sharply, to evade a
tackle.

7

Topic:
Fiction: Hippo has a Hat

Topic:
Subtraction: Taking away

Topic:
How do things move in
an airport?

Topic:
Exploring Pitch

Topic:
Rounder: Batting
and Fielding

Mon
26/02/2018

Student Targets:
Children describe the story
and are able to predict what
happens next, explaining
their favorite parts. Children
can confidently express
their ideas and hear the
rhymes in the story.

Student Targets:
Subtraction by taking
away a single-digit
number from a teens
number. Counting back
from any given teens
number. Know and use
related subtraction facts.

Student Targets:
To recognise that when
things speed up , slow
down/ change direction
there is a cause.

Topic:
Inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects
Student Targets:
Searching for
pictures and
inserting them in
microsoft word.

Student Targets:
Sing Five little froggies
to make actions to
match pitch. Use high,
medium and low
voices in Goldilocks
and the three bears.
Play the Three bears
game to sing at
different pitches.

Student Targets:
Practice game being
batters and fielders.
Batters can stop at
any point unless
caught or stumped at
a cone, while fielders
run to cover all
areas.

Student Targets:
Exploring the concept
of what medicine is
used for, when it
should be taken and
who should we take it
from. Explaining that
we should never take
medicine by ourselves
and only parents or
guardians should help.

Fri
02/03/2018

Assessment:
Can the children find words
which rhyme with those in
the story?

Assessment:
Are children able to model
calculation using cubes,
number line, counters and
small word people?

Assessment:
Inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects

Assessment:
Follow pitch movement
with their hands and
use high, low and
middle voices.

Assessment:
Batting and fielding
effectively

Assessment:
Can children explain
when and from who
they should take
medicine from?

8

Topic:
Book Week

Topic:
Multiplication by 2

Assessment:
Are children able to
observe objects moving
and are then able to
speculate what causes
objects to move or slow
down?
Topic:
Chileka Airport, How can
it help us?

Topic:
Exploring Pitch

Topic:
Hockey: Ball
handling

Topic:
When we get Hurt

Tue

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Topic:
inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects
Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Student Targets:

Can the children
explain why they
should be careful
around hot water and
cookers? Can they
explain what to do if
they have a small
burn?
Topic:
Keeping safe with
medicine
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06/03/2018

Complete themed activties
for Book Week, focusing on
the joy of reading and
sharing ideas.

Understand multiplication
as a repeated addition.
Understand and use
commutativity to show
that multiplication can be
done in any order. Be able
to learn and apply 2x.

Identify and draw
different forms of
transport now and in the
past.

Searching for
pictures and
inserting them in
microsoft word.

Sing Slide song to
practise moving pitch.
Play Jack’s game to
recognise pitch
movement. Listen to
Miss Mary Mac to
identify pitch
movement.

Push the ball without
any preparatory
swing. Stroke the
ball by grasping the
stick with the left
hand near the top of
the handle adjusting
the right hand
depending on the
kind of stroke. Be
able to make long
range passes, using
follow-throughs or
drives.
Assessment:
Effectively use
strokes and followthroughs to make
short and long range
passes.
Topic:
Rounder: Fielding

Discuss what to do if
they see a friend that
is hurt at school.

Fri
09/03/2018

Assessment:
Can the children share
ideas from books?

Assessment:
Count number of eyes in
class. Count in twos.

Assessment:
Are children able to
identify and draw
different forms of
transport?

Assessment:
inserting clip art,
shapes and other
objects

9

Topic:
Fiction: Chocolate Mousse
for Greedy Goose

Topic:
Subtraction: Missing
numbers

Topic:
Chileka Airport, How can
it help us?

Topic:
Control: Using the
arrow keys

Assessment:
Sing a melody
accurately at their own
pitch and move up or
down following
changes in pitch.
Topic:
Exploring Pitch

Mon
12/03/2018

Student Targets:
Children describe the story
and are able to predict what
happens next, explaining
their favorite parts. Children
can confidently express
their ideas and hear the
rhymes in the story.
Children can find words
which rhyme with key
words in the story.

Student Targets:
Understand difference as'
how many more to make.
Tell how many more to
make a given number.
Understand and use
subtraction as the inverse
of addition.

Student Targets:
Use the keyboard
arrow keys to
control objects on
the screen. Playing
computer games
such as Jumpstart
World.

Fri

Assessment:

Assessment:

Student Targets:
Dicuss the History of
flights. Discover who
invented the first
aeroplane,History behind
the first areoplane.
Explore the different
airlines operating in
Malawi. Look at picture
of plane, label the
different parts of plane
and colour.
Assessment:

Student Targets:
Play Jack’s game
responding to pitch
changes with
movement. Add whole
body actions to Miss
Mary Mac and read
Mary Mac’s score.
Listen to Playful
pizzicato to recognise
high and low pitch.

Student Targets:
Learn how to choose
where to stand, to
make it hard for the
batter.

Student Targets:
Discuss the
importance of keeping
clean at all times.
Importance of bathing,
brushing teeth and
always coming
dressed in clean and
neat uniform to
school.

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:

Assessment:
Can children explain
what they should do if
someone gets hurt?

Topic:
Keeping clean
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Children can say and write
words which rhyme with
those from the story.

Tell how many more to
make a given number. To
tell the two numbers that
can make the target
number.

10

Topic:
Simple Rhymes

Topic:
Number Problems

Mon
19/03/2018

Student Targets:
Reading and understanding
poems. Learning to
remember and recite poems
and write rhyming words to
complete a poem. Using
drama to express their
understanding of different
poems.

Fri
23/03/2018

Assessment:
Can the children read and
remember a simple rhyming
poem? Can they write the
rhyming words from the
poem?
Topic:
Simple Rhymes

11

Mon
26/03/2018

Student Targets:
To explore the structure of
poems using their phonics
knowledge to learn to write
poems, understanding the
structure of each line, the
use of capital letters,
repetitive words and
alliteration.

Academic Year 2017 2018

Year 1 Term 2

Are children able to
mention the different
airlines at Chileka airport
and name the person
who invented the plane.
Can they label the parts
of plane.
Topic:
Chileka Airport, How can
it help us?

Can the children
control a cursor
effectively?

Move up or down
following changes in
pitch and play and sing
phrases from dot
notation.

Able to field to make
it difficult for the
batters?

Are children always
neat and clean at
school?

Topic:
Control: Using the
arrow keys

Topic:
Exploring Pitch

Topic:
Hockey: Tackling

Topic:
Preventing germs from
spreading

Student Targets:
Understand number
problems as numbers
identified from words or a
series of numbers. (Story
sums). Counting back
from any given teen’s
number and counting
back in ones.

Student Targets:
Discuss the importance
of airports. Mention
some major airports in
the world. Children
watch a video showing
them one of the busiest
airports in Africa.
Children colour pictures
of an airport.

Student Targets:
Use the keyboard
arrow keys to
control objects on
the screen. Playing
computer games
such as Jumpstart
World.

Student Targets:
Tackle their
opponents, using
both the left lunge
and the right lunge.

Student Targets:
Discuss what germs
are and ways in which
germs can be spread.
Talk about how it can
be prevented. Children
should cover their
mouth when coughing,
sneezing etc.

Assessment:
Children to identify
number problems from
the story sum and writing
down figures they have
come up with.
Topic:
Using pairs to Bridge 10
when adding
Student Targets:
Using pairs to Bridge 10
when adding or
subtracting. Children to
use a number line to add a
pair of single digit
numbers past ten.

Assessment:
Are children able to give
reasons why airports are
important?

Assessment:
Can the children
control a cursor
effectively?

Student Targets:
Listen to Hot cross
buns and match the
pitch movement to
actions and notation.
Play the tune Pease
pudding hot using
pitch notation.
Compose a new
melody for Miss Mary
Mac.
Assessment:
Play and sing phrases
from dot notation and
record their own tunes.

Assessment:
Successfully tackle
opponents.

Assessment:
Are children able to
help prevent the
spread of germs?

Topic:
Chileka Airport, How can
it help us?
Student Targets:
Identify workers needed
in an airport by looking
at pictures of people that
work there and discuss
what they are
responsible for.

Topic:
Control: Using the
arrow keys
Student Targets:
Use the keyboard
arrow keys to
control objects on
the screen. Playing
computer games
such as Jumpstart
World.

Topic:
Exploring Pitch

Topic:
Hockey: Shooting
and finishing
Student Targets:
Shoot accurately, to
score. Build up an
attack in an attempt
to spectacularly
finish, involving
everyone in an
attack.

Topic:
How to feel healthy

Student Targets:
Listen to Jack and the
beanstalk and respond
to pitch movement with
vocal sounds. Use the
Giant’s chant to
explore low voices.
Play the Giant or Jack?
game to focus
listening.

Student Targets:
Discuss what it means
to be healthy. Look at
ways which make us
feel healthy. Discuss
the importance of
exercise, eating
healthy food.
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29/03/2018

Assessment:
Children write their own
rhyming poem.

Assessment:
Can children use a
number line to add a pair
of single digit numbers
past 10?
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Assessment:
Are children able to say
why we need workers at
the airport and what they
do? End of unit
assessment: quiz and
question and answer
worksheet.

Assessment:
Can the children
control a cursor
effectively?

Assessment:
Create and choose
sounds in response to
a given stimulus.

Assessment:
Shoot and make
spectacular finishes
in a team attack.

Assessment:
Are children able
understand the
importance of being
healthy and eating a
healthy diet?

